Head and Neck Cancers 2018 Summit Evaluation

101 participants attended

72 attendees completed the evaluation (71%) and RATED the Summit 9/10

92% thought the Summit provided a good summary of the EVIDENCE and CONTEXT

93% thought the Summit raised relevant and interesting issues

97% felt the Summit provided an opportunity to contribute ideas and opinions

90% had a clear understanding of the next steps post-Summit

Important to consider patient’s FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES

More time needed to brainstorm ‘OTHER’ VARIATIONS in individual health organisations

Participants’ ONE WORD description of the Summit:

Informative
Successful
Comprehensive
Interesting
Multidisciplinary
Collegiate
Networking
Inclusive
Good
Slick
Worthwhile
Energetic
Excellent
ActionOriented
Positive
Concise
Important
Excellent
Productive
Relevant
Engaging
ThoughtProvoking

The right people + facilitated discussion = actions & plans = CHANGE

Great team work, collaboration and insight by all

Have a question? contact Victorian Tumour Summits on (03) 9496 3322 <Claire.Porter@austin.org.au>